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Abstract—Smart farms, as a way for better productivity and
efficiency, have yet to be thoroughly studied for their service
quality amid cyber threats. This work introduces a proactive
security approach, Moving Target Defense (MTD), to the smart
farm system to proactively address diverse cyber threats. Specif-
ically, we develop an energy-aware MTD, termed eMTD, using
port hopping for a sustainable smart farm network. Leveraging
deep reinforcement learning (DRL), we identify the optimal
MTD strategy capable of ensuring high monitoring quality of
animal conditions and sufficient energy levels for solar-powered
sensors on the farm. Our experiments demonstrate a significant
improvement by approximately 15% in monitoring quality and
remaining energy compared to other schemes.

Index Terms—Smart farm, moving target defense, port hop-
ping, deep reinforcement learning, energy-aware.

I. INTRODUCTION

As smart farming systems have been adopted extensively
in agriculture industries, the efficiency, security, and cost of
such smart systems have become more critical. Solar-powered
sensor-based animal monitoring systems offer an energy-
efficient solution for cost reduction on farms. Leveraging
sensors, IoT, edge computing, and cloud technologies [1], the
monitoring systems play a pivotal role. However, current smart
farm research overlooks attack-resilient, energy-adaptive sys-
tems vital for sustainability, especially in energy-constrained
or fluctuating environments prone to cyberattacks.

Given the limited energy from solar cells, maintaining
sensor functionality during cyber attacks is crucial. We aim
to develop an energy-aware moving target defense (MTD)
strategy based on port hopping. This approach maximizes
monitoring quality while ensuring adequate energy levels
for sensor tasks. The proposed MTD aims to determine the
optimal time to adjust service ports in smart farm networks.

This work makes the following key contributions:

• We are the first to design an energy-aware MTD for solar-
powered sensor-based smart farm systems to ensure system
performance despite cyberattacks and energy fluctuations.

• We utilize deep reinforcement learning (DRL) algo-
rithms [20, 25] to determine the optimal defense strategy
for solar-powered sensors. We aim to maximize monitoring
quality while preserving energy levels. We compare our
DRL-based MTD with other rule-based MTD and non-MTD
solutions to highlight its effectiveness.

• We rigorously validate the robustness and efficacy of our
proposed DRL agents through comprehensive experimen-
tation with real datasets [3]. Our results demonstrate that
the proposed MTD outperforms other counterparts by about
15% in monitoring quality and energy sustainability.

II. RELATED WORK

Smart farms boost agricultural productivity by monitoring
animal conditions and the environment, leveraging Internet-
of-Things (IoT) and edge cloud computing. Yet, increased
connectivity poses risks like Denial-of-Service (DoS) and data
transit attacks [23, 32]. Ferrag et al. [9] outlined cyber threats
in IoT-based agriculture and proposed solutions leveraging
blockchain technology. Gayathri et al. [10] introduced access
control rules and MTD techniques within the Amazon Web
Services framework to counter IoT attacks in smart environ-
ments. El-Ghamry et al. [6] introduced a convolutional neural
network (CNN)-based detection system to mitigate the associ-
ated threat. Furthermore, Eldosouky et al. [7] mathematically
analyzed and mitigated the impact of GPS spoofing attacks on
unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs). Seo et al. [26] presented the
drone-based defensive deception game framework to reduce
the potential attack surface and security vulnerabilities of
drone systems. Woo et al. [30] introduced Controller Area
Network (CAN) ID shuffling to mitigate security vulnerabili-
ties in vehicular systems.

Cyber defense in network operations and management sys-
tems (NOMS) is indispensable to safeguard against sophisti-
cated cyber threats and vulnerabilities while managing network
infrastructure. Celdrán et al. [2] developed an IoT-focused
framework, employing behavioral fingerprinting to identify
and categorize preliminary malicious stages of cryptojackers
targeting single-board computers. Similarly, Hajizadeh et al.
[12] introduced the Flow-based Self-Active Intrusion Detec-
tion System (FSA-IDS) integrating active learning (AL) into
self-learning to minimize labeling costs and enhance IDS
effectiveness using real-world network traffic datasets. Lübben
and Pahl [19] proposed a DNN-based anomaly detection
model improving the detection performance while reducing the
computational cost. Kapetanidou et al. [15] explored the suit-
ability of two security methods, specifically the cryptography-
based approach, and a more lightweight reputation-based
alternative, within ad hoc information-centric networks.



Port hopping, a common technique in MTD, involves dy-
namically associating a service’s port with an unallocated
pseudo-random port. This strategy is intended to confuse po-
tential attackers. Shi et al. [27] demonstrated that port hopping
effectively maintains system operation even under high rates
of DoS attack traffic. Hari and Dohi [13] showed that port
hopping can improve communication success rates amidst
various DoS attack patterns. Lee and Thing [16] observed a
significant benefit of port hopping in traffic reception during
DoS attacks. Additionally, Fan et al. [8] proposed an end-
hopping scheme for IoT, employing fixed hopping timeslots
and a robust time synchronization strategy based on MTD
principles. Giraldo et al. [11] introduced a decentralized MTD
with a dual-layered uncertainty approach to enhance microgrid
security by replicating essential sensory and control signals.
Zhang et al. [31] employed a hidden MTD to detect false-data
injection and parameter derivation attacks.

While previous works have contributed to our understanding
of defenses in Smart IoT, there is still ample room for addi-
tional research and exploration. First, energy-aware defenses
have not been considered in [2, 6, 10, 19] for smart farm
environments using solar-powered sensors, which are used in
our work. Further, no prior port hopping-based MTD has been
applied in smart farm environments whose prior concern is to
save or maintain energy to ensure system sustainability. Addi-
tionally, existing approaches above [7, 8, 11, 12, 15, 26, 30, 31]
have not been sufficiently applied and validated in energy-
constrained smart environments. They neglected the challenges
associated with balancing defense effectiveness and associated
costs. In contrast, our approach addresses the dynamic be-
haviors of animals and energy fluctuations within smart farm
environments.

III. PROBLEM STATEMENT

The proposed smart farm system utilizes DRL to iden-
tify the optimal defense strategy of port hopping, aiming
to achieve high monitoring quality and extend the system’s
lifetime in the presence of attacks. We formulate this problem
as a scalarization-based multi-objective optimization (MOO)
function [5] by:

maximize MQ(s∗) +RE(s∗) (1)

Here MQ(s∗) is the monitoring quality of animal conditions
taking a set of port hopping defense strategies s∗, RE(s∗)
refers to the remaining energy of the entire system (e.g.,
solar-powered sensors) by performing s∗, with MQ(s∗) and
RE(s∗) scaled in [0, 1]. Here MQ(s∗) can be calculated by:

MQ(s∗) =

∑Tcur(s
∗)

t=1

∑X
i=1

∑d
j=1 mq(i, j)

X × d
, (2)

where Tcur(s
∗) is the current system’s operation time step

while taking s∗, X is the number of sensed data, d is the
number of attributes for each animal as detailed in Table I,
GTi,j is the ith ground truth data for jth attribute, and xi,j

is our observed data. The mq(i, j) term indicates the degree
of monitoring quality in a jth attribute compared to the ith

Fig. 1. An example of the considered wireless solar-powered sensor-based
smart farm network (DS* refers to a set of port hopping defense strategies.)

ground truth data and returns 1 when xi,j == GTi,j ; 0
otherwise. On the other hand, RE(s∗) is formulated by:

RE(s∗) = 1−
(
ES + ED + Eactive + Esleep

)
(3)

= 1− (
eS
ES

+
eD(s∗)

ES
+

Tu

ES
(dactive + dsleep)),

where eS and eD(s∗) are the energy consumed per data
transmission and energy consumed by hopping given s∗,
respectively. The dactive and dsleep are energy levels consumed
per second in active and sleep modes. The ES term indicates
the energy level when a sensor is fully charged.

TABLE I
EVD DATASET DESCRIPTION

Metric Description
Serial A unique animal identifier
HR Heart Rate of the animal

Average
temperature

Average body temperature in Celsius

Min-temperature Minimum temperature in Celsius
Max-temperature Maximum temperature in Celsius
Average-activity Average activity recorded by the

number of steps taken
Battery-level Residual battery life
Timestamp Date and time of transmission

IV. SYSTEM MODEL

Network Model. The network includes solar-powered sen-
sors, a long-range (LoRa) gateway, and a cloud server, as
shown in Fig 1. Sensors attached to animals like cows collect
and transmit data to the gateway, which aggregates and sends
it to the cloud server. The gateway acts as middleware,
facilitating sensor-cloud connectivity for cost-effective IoT
devices with extended ranges. A deep reinforcement learning
(DRL) model on the gateway optimizes defense strategies
requested from the sensors to maintain system operations. Due
to IoT resource constraints, the system may exacerbate certain
cyber threats and pose unique challenges for implementing
effective security measures, leaving wireless sensor-to-gateway



communication vulnerable to cyberattacks. Consequently, mul-
tiple adversarial attacks may affect data quality and protocol
deployment. Refer to the Threaat Model below. Our study
examines the robustness of our approach to ensure monitoring
quality amidst these threats. For scalability, we can use more
gateways covering a larger operation area. Since each gateway
is equipped by a DRL agent, a multi-agent DRL approach can
be applied to achieve the system goal [17].

Node Model. In the smart farm network, sensors periodi-
cally transmit data to the LoRa gateway to monitor animal con-
ditions. Solar-powered sensors experience energy fluctuations
due to environmental factors such as animal positions, weather
conditions, and sunlight levels. Hence, the system must with-
stand the dynamic smart farm environment, including energy
fluctuations and potential adversarial attacks. We define sensor
node i at time t, denoted by snit, with four attributes:

snit = [tempit,hb
i
t,mait,bl

i
t], (4)

where tempit is sensor node i’s temprature at time t, hbit is
node i’s heartbeat at time t, mait refers to node i’s moving
activity at time t, and blit means sensor node i’s battery life.
The mait and blit parameters are scaled in [0, 100] as %.

In the proposed system, the LoRa protocol enables long-
distance transmission, spanning 5 to 15 km, with a data rate
of 27 kbps. Energy consumption varies: the LoRa radio of
SAM R34/35 dissipates around 170 mW during transmission.
Sensor nodes start with an initial energy level of 5 kWh, with
charging efficiency depending on lighting conditions: around
10 mW/cm2 outdoors and 0.1 mW/cm2 indoors [29].

Threat Model. We consider cyberattacks on sensor nodes,
assuming full trust in the gateway and cloud server.
• False data injection [22]: A compromised sensor executes

this attack by transmitting falsified or modified data to the
gateway.

• Non-compliance to protocol [21]: A compromised sensor
can execute this attack by employing an undesired action,
such as a defense strategy.

• Send data obstruction [28]: This is one consequence of de-
authentication attacks [24], a significant availability threat
in the smart farm environment. This attack disrupts sensor
nodes’ connection to the network, resulting in a loss of real-
time communication with LoRa gateways.

Typically, an outside attacker begins by conducting host
probing and port scanning as the initial steps to uncover
vulnerabilities within a network [4]. A sensor node in the
wireless sensor network will have an open port when it
attempts to establish communication with the gateway for data
transmission and network coordination. We assume that by
default, 30% of sensor nodes are under threat, with attackers
attempting to identify vulnerable ports. Once an attacker iden-
tifies a vulnerable port on a sensor node, they will compromise
the sensor and execute corresponding attacks.

V. PROPOSED APPROACH: eMTD
Our proposed approach comprises two main components:

one focuses on establishing the relationship between port

hopping and attack success rate. At the same time, the other
involves designing features for our DRL agent, which aims to
identify the optimal defense strategy.

A. Modeling Port Hopping

We employ the model abstraction from [18] to establish the
correlation between port hopping and the attack success rate.
In our scenario, there are two entities: a server responsible for
maintaining a set of open ports to provide network services and
an attacker targeting the server. The attacker seeks to conduct
reconnaissance on the host, while our objective is to conceal
the attributes of currently active ports. The attacker succeeds if
it identifies an active port, making this reconnaissance process
akin to an urn statistic model [14].

An urn problem refers to a class of probability problems
involving drawing objects from an urn (a container) without
replacement. We can liken our network server host to such a
model, containing v black balls and n−v white balls, totaling
n balls. Here, the number of balls represents the available
service ports, with black balls denoting vulnerable service
ports and white balls representing secure ports. Combining this
urn model with our environment in the presence of attackers,
we simulate the attack process as the attacker draws k balls at
each time step. If there is at least one black ball, we consider
the attack attempt successful. Upon a successful attack, the
corresponding sensor node is compromised and executes the
attacks outlined in our Attack model in Section IV.

Based on the above urn model, the attack success rate (ASR)
is given by:

ASR = P (X = x) =

(
v

x

)
px(1− p)k−x. (5)

In this context, X denotes a random variable representing
the number of black balls within k draws, and p = v

n
represents the probability of drawing a black ball, signifying
the likelihood of encountering a vulnerable port. The Attack
Success Rate (ASR) in our environment is defined as the
probability of drawing at least one black ball, formulated as
follows:

ASR = P (X ≥ x) = 1− P (X = 0) = 1− (1− p)k (6)

Assuming the attacker can probe k = n times, the following
parameters are defined:
• N : Maximum port pool (i.e., 64,512)
• m: Number of probes allowed before one port hopping
• Hopping frequency: Normalized between [0, 1], ranging

from no port hopping (e.g., static port: m = N ) to perfect
port hopping (e.g., perfect hopping: m = 1)

• N
m : Total hopping events over the lifetime of reconnaissance,
probing the entire port pool

Hence, ASR can be written as:

P (X > 0) = 1− P (X = 0) (7)
= 1− P (X1 = 0)P (X2 = 0)...P (XN

m
= 0)

= 1− [

(
N−v
m

)(
N
m

) ]
N
m



We utilize this equation to quantify ASR, the probability of a
sensor node being compromised successfully and subsequently
executing attacks in Section IV (Threat Model).

B. DRL-based MTD Strategy Selection

We employ DRL to discern the optimal defense strategy,
namely the optimal hopping frequency, to maximize monitor-
ing quality while preserving the remaining energy level within
our proposed system. The DRL agent operates on the gateway,
adjusting the optimal defense strategy at each time step. The
design features of our DRL agent are outlined as follows:

• State space St−1,t: For the DRL agent to determine the
optimal action (e.g., defense strategy) based on the cur-
rent environment, we define the state space as St−1,t =
(st, at−1). Here, st represents the state at the current time
t, and at−1 denotes the previous action taken by the agent
at time t − 1. Incorporating the previous action into the
state enables the model to capture temporal dependencies
and learn patterns influenced by the agent’s recent history.
Moreover, the previous action serves as a relevant contextual
cue for the current action, facilitating the agent’s adaptation
to environmental changes. By encompassing the previous
action, the state space effectively replaces the information
requirements of both monitoring quality and remaining
energy, reducing the state space from two dimensions to
one dimension. This reduction significantly decreases the
computational complexity during training.

• Action space At: Once the initial hopping frequency is
given, the DRL agent will optimally determine whether to
increase or decrease the frequency with a certain value τ
or stay the same based on the current system state at each
step during operation. Hence we define the action space
At = {increase, decrease, stay}. A high hopping frequency
leads to low ASR resulting in fewer compromised sensor
nodes and consequently better monitoring quality of animal
status at the cost of depleting the remaining energy level,
and vice-versa. Moreover, hopping more frequently will
influence the service availability of data transmission, which
may increase latency and impact the monitoring quality
(i.e. freshness of data). A rule-based approach is lacking in
handling the high complexity and dynamics of such systems,
and may not handle inherent uncertainty with deterministic
rules. Therefore, we deploy DRL to identify the optimal
action to achieve both high monitoring quality and the
remaining energy level of sensors in the presence of energy
fluctuations and cyber attacks.

• Immediate reward (rt): The DRL agent receives im-
mediate reward upon taking action at time t, formulated
as rt = MQ(at) + RE(at) defined by Eqs. 2 and 3,
respectively.

• Accumulated reward (Rt): The DRL agent aims to select
an action that maximizes the accumulated expected return,
expressed as Rt =

∑
t = 0T γtrt, where rt denotes the

reward at time t, γ represents a discount factor, and T
signifies the duration of an episode.

TABLE II
KEY DESIGN PARAMETERS AND DEFAULT VALUES

Notation Description Default
Value

n Total number of sensors (cows) 20
P 1
mv Probability of cow i to move [0.3,0.7]
τ Adjust step size when an agent takes action 0.1
Tu Time interval for a sensor to send sensed data 30 s
Ta Time interval for an agent to select an action 60 s

Einit Initial energy level of sensors [0.1,0.2]
dfinit Initial hopping frequency [0.3,0.6]
PA Percentage of sensor nodes being attacked 0.3
α Sun expose rate 0.8

VI. EXPERIMENT RESULT

A. Parameterization

We utilize real datasets from the smart farm operated by
Virginia Tech’s College of Agriculture and Life Sciences,
which hosts the Smart Farm Innovation Network (TM). This
network serves as a centralized platform for aggregating
and analyzing data from various farms across Virginia [3].
These datasets were gathered from multiple devices, including
EmbediVet Implantable Temperature Devices (EVD), Halter
Sensors, Heart Rate Sensors, and Implantable Temperature
Sensors, whose attributes are summarized in Table I. Our
proposed system utilizes these datasets and sensor information
to simulate and evaluate the monitoring quality of the proposed
system. Compromised datasets were generated based on the
original data and threat models, resulting in semi-synthetic
datasets that inject threats into the real datasets.

The farm under consideration spans 40 acres (approximately
160 km2), with each side 400 meters long. There are 20
cows on the farm, monitored by a single gateway to ensure
comprehensive coverage and efficiency. The entire monitoring
simulation extends over 24 hours to demonstrate the efficacy
of the DRL agent in discovering optimal policies for the
solar-powered system under varying conditions, including both
daylight and nighttime scenarios. Additionally, we denote P i

mv

as the moving probability for cow i, assuming that cows move
randomly with speeds distributed normally, with an average
of 1.5 m/s and a standard deviation of 0.1 m/s. The typical
ranges of average activity lie within 1 to 2 meters per second.
Each sensor node has random initial battery levels within
the range of [0.1, 0.2], denoted by Einit. The DRL agent is
deployed on the gateway and tasked with selecting the optimal
action at each time step Ta based on the current system state.
The objective is to maximize the monitoring quality as well as
the remaining energy of the entire system. Table II provides an
overview of the key design parameters, their interpretations,
and the default values utilized in our simulations.

B. Metrics

We use the following metrics to validate our approach:
• Accumulated reward (R): This metric calculates the sum

of immediate rewards over the entire simulation period.
• Monitoring quality (MQ): As defined by Expression (2),

this metric reflects the accuracy of the monitoring during



system operation, based on the quantity of true sensed data
received regarding attributes of each animal.

• Remaining energy (RE): This metric quantifies the level of
remaining energy in the sensor network during simulations,
as defined by Expression (3).

• Convergence time (CT ): This denotes the duration from
the initiation of the training process to the attainment of a
converged state, estimated by:

CT = Tc − Tb, (8)

where Tc represents the convergence time of the model
measured in the unit of the number of episodes, and Tb

denotes the initiation time of the training process. Specifi-
cally, we define Tc by the point when the immediate reward
stabilizes within a range of [−1,+1] around its final value
for a minimum of 10 consecutive episodes.

C. Schemes for Performance Analysis

We compare the schemes for performance analysis below:
• Deep Q-Network based MTD (DQN-MTD) [20]: DRL

agents select the best action from the learned Q-table.
• Proximal Policy Optimization based MTD (PPO-

MTD) [25]: PPO enables the DRL agents to learn an
optimal policy by employing an actor-critic algorithm with
multiple echoes of stochastic gradient.

• Random-MTD: Agents randomly select an action from the
action space at each step.

• Greedy-MTD: Agents choose an action based on imme-
diate reward. This scheme can also be considered a rule-
based/heuristic approach since the agent selects a solution
to achieve a local optimal value of Eq. (1).

• Fixed-MTD: Agents deploy a fixed hopping frequency (i.e.,
0.6) throughout the entire simulation. The frequency is
determined based on empirical evidence that results in the
best performance relative to alternative options.

• Static-HF: The system does not change the port number
while operating.
DQN-MTD and PPO-MTD denote our proposed schemes,

whereas Random-MTD, Greedy-MTD, Fixed-MTD, and
Static-MTD function as baseline schemes in the comparative
performance analysis.

D. Comparative Performance Analysis

Fig. 2 illustrates the learning process of six schemes out-
lined in Section VI-B, with PA = 0.3 as default. Notably,
Static-MTD, Fixed-MTD, Random-MTD, and Greedy-MTD
do not engage in the learning process. Consequently, their
training curve remains a horizontal line, indicating no measure
of the convergence time.

The results demonstrate that our proposed PPO-based
schemes outperform others in terms of accumulated rewards
(R) (Fig. 2(a)) and monitoring quality (MQ) (Fig. 2(b)),
while showing reversed trends for the remaining energy (RE)
(Fig. 2(c)). This discrepancy arises due to the conflicting
objectives of the system, where higher monitoring quality
may lead to lower remaining energy levels and vice versa,

resulting in the adoption of different policies. Moreover, we
observe that the improvement in monitoring quality achieved
by more frequent hopping outweighs the energy sacrificed
by hopping. For instance, PPO-MTD, despite maintaining the
lowest remaining energy level among all schemes, achieves
the highest accumulated rewards during learning. Additionally,
the results underscore the characteristics of the PPO algorithm,
which consistently updates the policy with a small step size,
minimizing the probability of overlooking the optimal state
and being trapped in a non-optimal state. Figs. 2(a) and 2(d)
show that while DQN-MTD exhibits a lower convergence time
than PPO-MTD, it converges with a lower reward.

E. Sensitivity Analyses

1) Effect of Attack Severity (PA): Fig. 3 shows the effect
of attack severity (PA) on performance. As PA increases, the
monitoring quality (MQ) diminishes due to the increased
presence of compromised data. Furthermore, elevated PA

yields greater remaining energy (RE) across all schemes,
as more frequent hopping becomes undesirable, given the
diminishing efficacy of hopping. Consequently, less energy is
expended while maintaining the effectiveness of the defense
strategy (i.e., MTD). The PPO-based DRL scheme consistently
outperforms DQN and baseline schemes, a result that aligns
well with the findings of the comparative analysis in Sec-
tion VI-D. Further, the PPO-based DRL scheme demonstrates
accelerated learning as PA increases (which increases the
occurrence of attack events in the system), because there are
more samples for DRL to learn from at each time step.

2) Effect of Initial Sensor Energy Level (Einit): Fig. 4
shows the effect of the initial sensor energy level (Einit)
on performance. As Einit increases, the accumulated reward
(R) also increases, indicating that more energy is available
for data transmission and defense. However, this trend is
not observed for monitoring quality (MQ) when the initial
energy level continues to rise, such as in the ranges of
[0.15, 0.25) and [0.2, 0.3). In such cases, if the energy level
is already sufficient to achieve optimal monitoring quality,
further increases in the initial energy level do not enhance
monitoring quality. A higher initial sensor energy level leads
to a higher remaining energy level after convergence. On
the other hand, the convergence times for both DRL-based
schemes under different Einit remain identical, indicating that
the efficiency of learning is unaffected by varying the initial
sensor energy level.

VII. CONCLUSION & FUTURE WORK

In this work, we introduced an energy-efficient DRL-based
defense strategy for moving target defense, namely eMTD,
in the smart farm environment. Our experimental results
showcase the superiority of our proposed scheme over baseline
methods concerning system performance. The key findings
obtained from the experiment outcomes are as follows:
• PPO demonstrates superior performance over DQN in accu-

mulated reward (R) and monitoring quality (MQ) without
compromising too much on energy sustainability as the



(a) Accumulated Reward (R) (b) Monitoring Quality (MQ) (c) Remaining Energy (RE) (d) Convergence Time (CT )

Fig. 2. Comparative performance analysis during training time

(a) Accumulated Reward (R) (b) Monitoring Quality (MQ) (c) Remaining Energy (RE) (d) Convergence Time (CT )

Fig. 3. Effect of varying the attack probability (PA)

(a) Accumulated Reward (R) (b) Monitoring Quality (MQ) (c) Remaining Energy (RE) (d) Convergence Time (CT )

Fig. 4. Effect of varying the initial sensor energy level (Einit)

remaining sensor energy level after convergence for both
schemes is approximately the same.

• Despite DQN’s tendency to converge faster and require less
training time compared to PPO, it converges to a local
optimal state, resulting in lower rewards relative to PPO.

• The increase in monitoring quality resulting from uncompro-
mised data reception at sensor nodes significantly outweighs
the additional energy consumption cost associated with data
transmission due to port hopping.

• The port hopping frequency influences both ASR and data
freshness (induced by delay), contributing to fluctuations in
monitoring quality.
Moving forward, we will conduct comprehensive exper-

iments to perform sensitivity analyses with additional pa-
rameters, including sun exposure and other environmental
conditions. In addition, we plan to scale up our proposed
system, considering the integration of additional gateways with
a multi-agent DRL approach and extending the duration of
the simulations. In this approach, DRL agents can collaborate
to control sensor nodes within their respective transmission
ranges, thus enhancing the system’s scalability and adaptabil-
ity.
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